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19 Gromark Terrace, Box Hill, NSW 2765

Bedrooms: 5 Bathrooms: 4 Parkings: 2 Area: 402 m2 Type: House

Amit  Sharma

0288473843
Srinivas Degala

0288473843
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Contact agent

Century21 Infinity is proud to present this remarkable opportunity to own a luxurious and spacious double-story display

house sitting on 402sqm block of land is located in the desirable neighborhood of The Gables Box Hill. This meticulously

designed property boasts an exquisite blend of modern architecture, high-quality finishes, and an array of desirable

features that will truly impress discerning buyers. A modern and sophisticated design, this spacious home offers a

comfortable and luxurious lifestyle.Property Features:- Size: The house offers a generous floor plan, encompassing ample

living space spread across two levels.- Bedrooms: Five well-appointed bedrooms are included, providing ample space for

families or guests. Master bedroom with Ensuite and walk in robe. one Guest bedrooms downstairs for guests or parents-

Bathrooms: The house features four elegantly designed bathrooms, providing convenience and luxury for all occupants.-

Kitchen: The kitchen is thoughtfully designed with an open-plan layout, top of the range appliances, Integrated Fridge,

walk in pantry allowing for seamless interaction with the adjoining living and dining areas- Study: A dedicated study room

is incorporated into the floor plan, offering a private space for work or study.- Media Room: An additional media room is

included, providing the perfect setting for relaxation and entertainment.- Modern Design: The house showcases a

contemporary design, characterized by clean lines, open spaces, and abundant natural light.- High-quality Finishes:

Premium fixtures and finishes have been thoughtfully selected throughout the house, ensuring a sophisticated and stylish

living environment.- Outdoor Space: The property includes an outdoor area, ideal for alfresco dining, entertaining guests,

or simply enjoying the outdoors.- Location: Situated in the sought-after Box Hill area, the property benefits from its

proximity to schools, shopping centers, parks, and other local amenities.- Convenience: The property offers easy access to

transportation links, making commuting to neighboring suburbs or the city center a breeze.Whether you're a growing

family seeking ample space or an investor looking for an attractive rental prospect, this house is sure to exceed your

expectations.Please Contact: Amit Sharma or Srinivas Degala Disclaimer: The above information has been gathered from

sources that we believe are reliable. However, we cannot guarantee the accuracy of this information and nor do we accept

responsibility for its accuracy. Any interested parties should rely on their own inquiries and judgment to determine the

accuracy of this information for their own purposes. Images are for illustrative and design purposes only and do not

represent the final product or finishes. For inclusions refer to the inclusions in the contract of sale.


